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1. Introduction

HUMAN 
CAPABILITY

• Related: stories, 
explanations

• We constantly use them 
to explain what happens 
around us

• Requires: understanding, 
representing, reasoning 

A FUZZY 
DEFINITION

• A series of events or 
experiences, with 
something that happens

• In practice, more complex 
objects: granularity, 
perspective, which features 
for an event

FROM DATA TO 
INSIGHTS

Can be seen as a two-step 
process:
1. Identify content that 

is relevant for a 
narrative

2. Shape that content 
into a coherent 
narrative
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Narratives for sense-making

IMPROVE AI 
SYSTEMS

• Better human-centric 
systems

• AI not as a replacement 
but as an improvement 
of humans

• Push AI systems to 
assist humans in 
scientific research



1. Introduction

DEFINITIONS

• Narrative as a sequence 
of events, encoded as a 
knowledge graph

• Event-level description ~ 
who did what when and 
where

• Narrative-level 
description ~ causal and 
temporal links

BUILD NARRATIVES 
FROM KGs

• Input = KG, Output = KG
• Ontologies, explainability
• Narrative graph to 

overcome limitations of 
current generic KGs

RESEARCH 
QUESTIONS

1. Representation. Which structured 
representation for my narrative?

2. Building. How to select relevant 
entities for the narrative? How to 
map it to the output narrative 
format?

3. Completion. How can graph 
completion and reasoning improve 
the narrative? How to predict 
meaningful links between events?

4. Evaluation. Which metrics to 
assess the quality of the narrative?
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Scope of my research

SYMBOLIC & 
SUB-SYMBOLIC

• Better human-centric 
systems

• AI not as a replacement 
but as an improvement 
of humans

• Push AI systems to 
assist humans in 
scientific research
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2. Previous Work

CONTENT

PROTOTYPE

First Prototype on the 
French Revolution

GRAPH SEARCH
Automating the search of 
relevant content to build a 

narrative

MULTIMODALITY

Combining text input and 
knowledge graphs
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Prototype
8

• Aim = build a narrative graph of the French Revolution from Wikidata and Wikipedia
• Manual exploration and rule design, automatic data extraction

2. Previous Work > Prototype

WikipediaWikidata Method



Prototype
92. Previous Work > Prototype

Design and use of the Simple Event Model (SEM) – van Hage et al. - 2011

• Focus on the ontology used for narrative representation: Simple Event Model
• Identification of limitations and next steps: representation, completeness, automation, evaluation
• More events, better representation, integrate multiple inputs

13 Vendémiaire event from the French Revolution, represented with SEM

Building narrative structures from knowledge graphs – Blin – 2022 | Building a French Revolution Narrative from Wikidata - Blin - 2022



Graph Search

• Identifying good 
heuristics to extract 
events to build a 
narrative automatically

• Defining and comparing 
diverse graph traversal 
strategies

• Comparison with 
baselines: achieves 
better scores while 
exploring less

102. Previous Work > Graph Search



Multimodality
Common Methodology
Integrating KGs with other input resources
Build a KG out of other KGs and text data
Extract narrative for enhanced understanding

Case Study 1: Narratives from tweets
Building an observatory from social media data, and identify different 
narratives
Ontology design, entity path linking in the graph

Case Study 2: MIR-KG
Using LLM for annotation, mapping to a domain-specific thesaurus with 
economic concepts

Case Study 3: Concepts Maps Generation
Generate a summary of a text in the form of a graph

112. Previous Work > Multimodality
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3. Improving Narrative Representations

CONTENT

CONCEPTS

Identifying common 
narrative concepts

ONTOLOGY & 
EXAMPLE

Combining ontologies and 
building one example

SCALING

Automating the construction
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Identifying concepts
Findings and aim
• Different expectations when building narratives
• In literature: lot of event-centric resources, harder to find narrative layers
• Aim: Providing a generic, reusable framework to represent narratives, to enhance understanding of 

sequences of events

Common narrative concepts
• Simple: Events/Actions (+types), Participants (+types/hierarchy), Location (+relations), Objects 

(+types).
• Middle: Roles, Provenance, Causal Links/Outcome,  Time calculus.
• Harder: Conditions on events, State, Goal, Perspective, Storyline ~ Interpretations.

Comparing ontologies
• M1-M11 from the survey paper “Models for Narrative Information – A survey - Varadarajan and Dutta – 

2020”
• Added event-centric ontologies: CIDOC-CRM, DUL, EC, EO, F, SEM, ABC, LODE, E, FARO

143. Improving Narrative Representations > Concepts

o1 o2 o3

c1 1

c2 1 1



Combining ontologies

• DUL at the core: generic classes for objects and concepts,  
Situations and Descriptions to link entities (and reification)

• Plugged in other ontologies for additional links: FARO, F, PROV, NIF

153. Improving Narrative Representations > Ontology and Example

Mapping concepts,              
roles to acting 
entities



Scaling: Existing KGs
163. Improving Narrative Representations > Scaling

Wikipedia

DBpedia

Wikidata



Scaling: Existing KGs
173. Improving Narrative Representations > Scaling

Wikipedia

DBpedia

Semi-structured 
information

Loss of information 
compared to Wikipedia

No participants
Wikidata



Scaling: From event types to frames

• Automatically retrieving frames from events types using SPARQL queries
• Exploiting links between generic and linguistic KGs

183. Improving Narrative Representations > Scaling

DBpedia

Framester

Extracted automatically



Scaling: from meaningful frame to KG
193. Improving Narrative Representations > Scalin

• Using embeddings to retrieve the most relevant frame for one event
• Several embeddings: IRI label, text description, graph embedding
• Complete the graph with additional information

Framester



Takeaways and Challenges
Main Recap

• Many existing event-centric representations, harder to find generic narrative 
representations (linking events, interpreting them)

• Leveraging knowledge graphs, ontologies and NLP methods to enrich current 
narratives with more fine-grained information

Challenges

• Evaluation, especially on the content itself

• Countless existing ontologies

• Scalability

203. Improving Narrative Representations
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Future Work
224. Conclusion and Future Work

Continue on the scaling to build better narrative representations

Reasoning with narratives
• Pattern detection and applications, e.g. predicting future events and helping in decision-making 

processes, mining temporal rules

• Generating explanations (especially why questions, question-answering downstream task)

• Collaborating with domain experts for competency questions

Combining structured narratives and LLMs
• Usually more coherent results when injecting structured knowledge into a LLM

• Understanding which concepts are the most important to create good narratives



Conclusion
234. Conclusion and Future Work

Enriching AI systems with narrative capabilities

• Narratives are innate human objects for sense-making

• Building better, human-centric AI systems

Multiple components to make this possible

• Retrieving relevant content in the data

• Finding a representation to represent all complex aspects of narratives

• Integrating multiple input resources (graph, text)

• Implementing reasoning capabilities



CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon and 
infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks

THANKS!

ines.blin@sony.com
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Do you have any questions?
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